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Shire of Wagin

Minutes of the Ordinary Council Meeting of Council held in Council Chambers on Tuesday
26 July 2011.
1.

DECLARATION OF OPENING

The Shire President Cr Blight declared the meeting open at 7.00pm.

1666

Council Decision

Moved: Cr. J G Shaw

Seconded: Cr. G K B West

That Standing Orders be suspended to continue discussion on the Wheatbelt Land Use
Planning Strategy.
Carried 9/0

The Shire President bought Items 11.6 & 11.5 in order that they be discussed in the
presence of Mr Douglas Shire Planner.

11.6

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PLANNING COMMISSION DRAFT WHEATBELT
LAND USE PLANNING STRATEGY & RURAL PLANNING POLICIES

PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICERS:

Western Australian Planning Commission
State-wide
Mr Joe Douglas - Consultant Town Planner (Urban & Rural
Perspectives)

Summary
This report provides details of those matters proposed be raised in a formal written
submission to the Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC) regarding the suitability
of the current draft Wheatbelt Land Use Planning Strategy and revised draft State Planning
Policy No.2.5 and Development Control Policy No.3.4 in terms of their potential impact on
future land use planning and development in the Shire of Wagin and the State generally.
Background
The Department of Planning, on behalf of the Western Australia Planning Commission
(WAPC), has prepared a draft land use planning strategy for the Wheatbelt region of
Western Australia (i.e. the Wheatbelt Land Use Planning Strategy) to help guide land use
planning decision-making. The proposed new Strategy will form part of the State Planning
Framework and will:
i)

Provide a leadership document that guides decision-making in the region;

ii)

Apply State Planning Policy and establish the WAPC policy position on growth and
population change and development challenges facing the region;

iii) Provide a framework for urban growth, rural settlement, environmental protection and
rural and regional planning;
iv) Provide more detailed spatial planning where required in high-growth shires; and
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Identify key economic, social and environmental drivers and their likely implications.

The Department of Planning has also undertaken a review of the current State Planning
Policy No.2.5 entitled „Agricultural and Rural Land Use Planning‟ and Development Control
Policy No.3.4 entitled „Subdivision of Rural Land‟.
All of these documents are currently the subject of a public advertising process with
submissions due to close on the 31st July (i.e. State Planning Policy No.2.5 & Development
Control Policy No.3.4) and the 19th August 2011 (i.e. Wheatbelt Land Use Planning
Strategy).
Given the implications of these documents for future land use planning and development in
the Shire of Wagin, Council recently authorised the Shire administration to prepare a formal
written submission to the WAPC regarding their general suitability including details of any
points of specific concern.
Comment
Urban and Rural Perspectives has completed a comprehensive review of all three draft
documents to determine their general suitability and possible implications. The following
comments are submitted for Council‟s consideration prior to formulation and lodgement of a
formal written submission to the WAPC.
Wheatbelt Land Use Planning Strategy
1.

The preparation and adoption of a proposed Land Use Planning Strategy for the
Wheatbelt Region as a whole is considered beneficial and worthwhile given the current
lack of regional planning guidance. Furthermore the basic principles and objectives of
the new Strategy as stated in the draft document are considered sound and achievable
if a solid commitment is made to its future implementation.

2.

Notwithstanding the many benefits of having a new Strategy to guide future planning
decision-making throughout the Wheatbelt Region, it is recommended that Council not
support the Strategy in its current form for the following reasons:
i)

The document is poorly worded and grammatically incorrect in many parts with
scope for significant improvement throughout. It is not therefore considered to be of
a standard acceptable for a State government agency such as the Western
Australian Planning Commission.

ii)

The combination of „Strategies and Actions‟ under each Regional Planning Principle
is considered confusing and should be broken down into separate sections for each
(i.e. all proposed „planning strategies‟ listed in a standalone section followed by a
separate section outlining all of the proposed „actions‟). This proposed breakdown
will clarify what the strategies will be and how they will be implemented in terms of
specific actions. This approach is consistent with that recommended by the WAPC
in its Local Planning Scheme Manual which guides the preparation of local
government planning strategies;

iii) Some of the wording used to describe a number of proposed „Strategies and
Actions‟ under each Regional Planning Principle is confusing and are more akin to
„policy statements‟ rather than those normally used to describe „Strategies and
Actions‟;
iv) The document fails to make reference to or give any indication regarding its
expected lifespan and general timeframe for implementation. This is considered a
major flaw in terms of the future monitoring of its effectiveness and is a matter that
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should be addressed prior to its finalisation;
v)

The document also fails to clearly outline other government agencies role regarding
the Strategy‟s future implementation. Some clear statements in this regard would be
highly beneficial; and

vi) The WAPC‟s future proposed „works program‟ under each Regional Planning
Principle are considered weak and don‟t have enough regard for the Strategy‟s
general objectives and proposed „Strategies and Actions‟. This is considered to be
significant flaw that should be addressed prior to the Strategy‟s finalisation given
that the WAPC will play a pivotal role in its future implementation.
State Planning Policy No.2.5 - Land Use Planning in Rural Areas
1.

State Planning Policy No.2.5 is a long established planning policy prepared by the
WAPC under Part 3 of the Planning and Development Act 2005 to guide the future
planning and development of all rural and agricultural land in Western Australia.

2.

The current version of State Planning Policy No.2.5 entitled „Agricultural and Rural Land
Use Planning‟ was gazetted in 2002 following a comprehensive consultative process
that began in 1997.

3.

Given the demand pressures associated with economic and population growth in
Western Australia since gazettal of the current version of State Planning Policy No.2.5
as well as the increased pressure on available rural resources and general decline in
the quality and availability of rural land due to natural resource degradation and climate
change, the recent review and drafting of a revised version of the policy by the WAPC is
considered beneficial and worthwhile.
Notwithstanding the need for and potential benefits of the current review of State
Planning Policy No.2.5, it is recommended that Council not support the revised draft
version of the policy now entitled „Land Use Planning in Rural Areas’ for the following
reasons:

4.

i)

The revised document is poorly worded and grammatically incorrect in some parts.
It also contains a number of typographic errors, all of which is considered
unacceptable for a State government agency such as the Western Australian
Planning Commission.

ii)

The revised document is a significantly condensed, far less prescriptive version of
the current policy to the extent that it loses clarity and direction in terms of its history
and basis, planning considerations and processes (including consultation),
acceptable development standards and mechanisms and responsibilities for
implementation.

iii) Notwithstanding point i) above, it is acknowledged that the WAPC intends to
prepare Planning Guideline 2.5.1 entitled Land Use Planning in Rural Areas to
include some of the details contained in the current policy. Despite the WAPC‟s
intentions, it is disappointing that Planning Guideline 2.5.1 was not completed and
advertised concurrently with the revised policy so that the processes, standards,
mechanisms and responsibilities to provide for its implementation could be
evaluated now to determine any possible implications. As such it may be
appropriate for the WAPC to delay final adoption of the revised policy until Planning
Guideline 2.5.1 is prepared and released for public comment as part of the entire
review process rather than the current piecemeal approach.
iv) The consultative process followed during formulation of the revised policy is not
clearly documented or explained as is the case in the current version of State
Planning Policy No.2.5. This raises questions regarding its basis, suitability and
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general acceptance by those parties directly affected.
v)

The revised policy states in clause 5.1 that “…… land with suitable soils, climate,
water (rain or irrigation) and access to services is of State significance and
therefore considered to be priority agricultural land”. The revised policy does not
however provide details of any existing or proposed areas of this type in the State
or the processes to be followed to identify them in the future. This is a significant
change from the current policy where agricultural areas of State and regional
significance are clearly identified in using maps and specific details regarding
processes and responsibilities for their identification in the future are clearly
documented.
The revised policy therefore lacks clarity in this regard and could be interpreted and
applied quite liberally by the WAPC to the extent that a much greater proportion of
the State‟s rural land will be deemed as „priority agricultural land‟. This may then
restrict many landowners‟ ability to subdivide and/or use their rural land for
alternative purposes without such development being suitably planned for in a
planning strategy endorsed by the WAPC which is both expensive and time
consuming in terms of the approval processes required to be followed.
As such more clarity is needed now in terms of what land the WAPC considers to
be „priority agricultural land‟ and therefore required to be retained for primary
production purposes in the long term future.

vi) Further to point iii) above it is significant to note that clause 5.3.2 of the revised
policy states that tree farming will be supported and encouraged on rural land but
should not be permitted on land identified as „priority agricultural land‟. Given the
lack of clarity in terms of what land the WAPC considers to be „priority agricultural
land‟, many rural landowners in the State may not be allowed to establish a tree
farm on their property despite their land‟s suitability and future possible economic
and environmental benefits.
vii) Despite the revised policy‟s general support for and guidance regarding tree
farming, it makes no reference to what is considered to be an acceptable minimum
lot size for such land usage and whether or not the WAPC will support the further
subdivision of rural land down to the minimum size to help landowners and
investors capitalise on future potential opportunities for carbon sequestration.
viii) Clause 5.2 of the revised policy makes reference to a number of „principles‟
proposed to be applied to the future development of rural land in the Perth
metropolitan region. Whilst not relevant to the Shire of Wagin, it is worth noting that
the principles stated in the document are not strictly „planning principles‟ but are
instead observations as to what is likely to happen to rural land in the region in
future years. This wording anomaly requires some attention to ensure greater clarity
in terms of the planning principles likely be applied by the WAPC and reiterates the
previous concerns raised regarding some wording in the revised policy document.
ix) Clause 5.4 of the revised policy states that all rural land is considered by the WAPC
to have productive value for a wide range of existing and future rural land uses and
therefore any proposals for rural living-type subdivision and development will not be
supported where they conflict with the objectives of the new policy or unless they
satisfy all of thirteen (13) individual criterion.
The following criteria are of particular concern:
-

The WAPC will only consider rural living proposals which provide for the
creation of more than ten (10) rural living type lots where a reticulated domestic
water supply service is capable of being provided by a licensed water service
provider (e.g. the Water Corporation);
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-

In those circumstances where a reticulated domestic water supply service
cannot be provided to a proposed rural living development, the WAPC may only
permit a maximum of 10 lots to be developed without a reticulated water supply
and where the alternative method of supply is demonstrated and sustainable
and supported by the relevant water and health agencies. This is considered
very restrictive and may stymie opportunity for future rural living development,
particularly in areas already zoned for this purpose;

-

The lack of clarity as to what constitutes a „suitable electricity supply‟ (i.e. will
the provision of solar or wind power be supported in new rural living areas as
these technologies advance in the future as opposed to conventional reticulated
power supply sources?); and

-

The need to provide „community facilities‟ for new rural living areas without any
clear advice or guidance on how this can be demonstrated or achieved.

The revised policy is therefore considered far more restrictive in terms of the
permissibility of future rural living-type subdivision and development throughout the
State and is a significant shift from the current policy position where there is greater
flexibility and clarity.
x)

Clause 5.5 of the revised policy states that the WAPC will manage and improve
environmental and cultural attributes of rural land throughout the State by
supporting, amongst other things, the inclusion of “registered Aboriginal sites
cultural corridors” in local planning strategies and schemes. The term “registered
Aboriginal sites cultural corridors” is unclear and creates uncertainty as it is not one
typically used in contemporary planning in this State nor is it referenced or defined
anywhere in the policy document. The implications of this new policy measure are
also of concern for private landowner‟s whose property may be affected in terms of
limitations/constraints on future subdivision and/or development potential.

xi) Clause 5.6 of the revised policy states that land use conflicts in rural areas will be
managed such that land impacted by „licensed buffers‟ will be recognised
appropriately in local planning strategies and schemes endorsed by the WAPC.
Whilst the WAPC‟s intention here is considered reasonable, it is noted that most
buffer areas around industrial type land uses that generate external impacts are not
typically licensed. As such reference to the term „licensed buffers‟ is considered
incorrect and confusing.
xii) The revised policy fails to make reference to or give any indication regarding its
expected lifespan and general timeframe for implementation and/or review. This is
considered a major flaw in terms of the future monitoring of its effectiveness and is
a matter that should be addressed prior to its finalisation.
Unlike the current version of the policy, the revised policy document also fails to
clearly outline other government agencies roles and responsibilities regarding the
policy‟s future implementation. Some clear statements in this regard would be
highly beneficial.
xiii) A number of definitions included in clause 6 of the revised policy to help clarify and
define many terms used in the revised policy document are poorly worded and
could be refined. Furthermore, reference in clause 6 to a number of land use
definitions contained in the „Model Scheme Text‟ is considered unsatisfactory as it
requires readers of the new policy to make direct reference to Appendix B of the
Town Planning Regulations 1967 to obtain details of the relevant definitions. This
will prove time consuming and cumbersome and could be avoided altogether by
including the relevant definitions in the revised policy document itself.
xiv) Reference to the terms „Special Residential‟ and „Special Residential Zone‟ in
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clause 6 of the revised policy document is considered unnecessary and confusing
as it implies that lots ranging in size from 2,000m 2 to 1 hectare are subject to the
provisions and requirements of the new policy. Special residential-type lots are in
fact purely residential lots where rural land use and development is typically not
permitted. Furthermore all future development of these types of lots is controlled by
State Planning Policy 3.1 entitled „Residential Design Codes (Variation 1)‟,
Development Control Policy 2.5 entitled „Special Residential Zones‟ as well as
provisions normally contained in local planning schemes. As such it is
recommended that all reference to the terms „Special Residential‟ and „Special
Residential Zone‟ be deleted from the revised policy document as there is sufficient
guidance and controls over this form of development in the State‟s current planning
framework.
Development Control Policy No.3.4 entitled Subdivision of Rural Land
1.

Development Control Policy No.3.4 is also a long established planning policy prepared
by the WAPC to support the provisions contained in Part 10 of the Planning and
Development Act 2005 as these apply specifically to the future subdivision of all land
throughout the State. The policy sets out the principles to be used by the WAPC in
determining applications for the subdivision of rural land only and seeks to ensure
consistency with the objectives of State Planning Policy No.2.5 entitled „Land Use
Planning in Rural Areas’.

2.

The current version of Development Control Policy No.3.4 was adopted by the WAPC in
February 2008 and has been used as the basis for controlling the subdivision of all rural
land throughout the State. All local government authorities are required to have due
regard for this policy when considering applications for the subdivision of rural land
within their respective municipal districts.

3.

Given the demand pressures associated with economic and population growth in
Western Australia since adoption of the current version of Development Control Policy
No.3.4 by the WAPC as well as the increased pressure on available rural resources and
general decline in the quality and availability of rural land due to natural resource
degradation and climate change, the recent review and drafting of a revised version of
the policy by the WAPC is considered beneficial and worthwhile.

4.

Notwithstanding the need for and potential benefits of the current review of
Development Control Policy No.3.4, it is recommended that Council not support the
revised draft version of this policy for the following reasons:
i)

It makes reference to a number of State planning policies and guidelines in the
background section, the titles of which are either incorrect or have recently been
changed. Suitable corrections are therefore required.

ii)

The policy provisions in section 3 of the document which govern the subdivision of
rural land for rural living purposes (i.e. lots ranging in size from 1 to 40 hectares)
have been modified and expanded to the extent that opportunities for any future
rural living subdivision development in areas with an annual rainfall of less than
550mm will not be supported unless they are capable of being served by a
reticulated domestic water supply service (i.e. the provision of domestic water
supply via roof collection and rainwater tanks as a sole alternative water supply is
not considered a viable option and will not therefore be supported by the WAPC).
This approach is a lot more stringent than the current policy requirements where
alternative water supply sources may be permitted in areas with an annual rainfall
of less than 550mm. This is considered to be a major impediment to future rural
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living subdivision development in the Shire of Wagin where Bureau of Meteorology
records show the Shire‟s annual average rainfall as being 433mm.
iii) Some policy provisions in section 3 of the revised document governing the
subdivision of rural land for rural living purposes are also poorly worded and
confusing, particularly dot point 4 under clause 3.2 (b) where reference is made to
the “...... allocation of non-reticulated scheme water from a licensed water service
provider where scheme water is the only alternative source”. This phrase does not
make sense and requires correction or clarification.
iv) Clause 3.3 of the revised policy now provides guidance on the WAPC‟s
infrastructure requirements and standards for all future rural living subdivision
development. The prescribed standards are considered onerous in part, are unclear
and do not make allowance for such things as solar or wind power as possible
alternative electricity supplies as these technologies advance in the future,
firebreaks, telecommunications infrastructure or community facilities. Some
modifications to this clause may therefore be appropriate to clarify the WAPC‟s
specific requirements and provide more flexibility.
v)

Clause 4.3 of the revised policy stipulates that broadacre farming areas may be
subdivided to create new lots consistent with the prevailing size of other lots used
for farming in the locality subject to the new lots having an area greater than 100
hectares. This approach is a lot more stringent than the current policy requirements
where further subdivision may be permitted without any minimum lot size
restrictions. This revised policy position could prove to be a major impediment to
future rural subdivision development in the Shire of Wagin to accommodate
intensive or emerging primary production land uses and is not therefore supported.

vi) Clause 5.3 of the revised policy stipulates that any new conservation–type lots
created under the provisions of the policy should be appropriately zoned by the
relevant local government in its local planning scheme by way of a future omnibus
amendment or when the scheme is reviewed. The need to rezone these properties
is questionable given the range of land use controls required to be imposed at the
subdivision development stage. Furthermore it places a significant burden on local
government authorities to monitor all such applications to ensure rezoning is
undertaken at a later stage. The ability of many local government authorities to
adhere to this specific policy requirement is also of concern.
vii) The policy provisions in clause 5.4 of the document which allow for the subdivision
of rural land in the Wheatbelt agricultural policy area to provide for the creation of
new homestead-type lots have been modified to the extent that opportunities for this
type of subdivision will be limited to rural land comprising an area of at least 101
hectares unless specifically provided for in a local planning strategy endorsed by
the WAPC. This approach is again a lot more stringent than the current policy
requirements where subdivision may be permitted on smaller rural properties and is
considered to be a major impediment to this type of subdivision development in the
Shire of Wagin given that the Shire does not currently have a WAPC endorsed local
planning strategy.
viii) The revised policy introduces incentives for the subdivision of rural land for the
purposes of carbon sequestration which is considered beneficial and worthwhile
provided it does not result in the loss of agricultural land for primary production
purposes which is a major objective of the WAPC‟s rural planning strategies and
policies.
Notwithstanding this new incentive, the draft policy restricts subdivision for the
purposes of carbon sequestration to areas with an annual average rainfall of less
than 400mm which may prove overly restrictive and stymie investment in carbon
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sequestration projects. Furthermore, the revised policy provides no guidance in
terms of the total number of lots permitted to be created for this purpose as part any
one application, minimum permitted lot sizes, infrastructure requirements and
suitable management controls.
ix) The revised policy introduces provisions for the subdivision of rural land for the
purposes of „Tied Lots‟ as currently provided for in section 149 of the Planning and
Development Act 2005. Despite this fact the policy again provides very little
guidance in terms of the minimum permitted size of tied lots, the maximum
allowable distance between tied lots and the future development and use of these
types of lots. Some clear statements in this regard would be highly beneficial and
helpful to those rural landowners considering subdivision for this purpose.
x)

There is scope as part of this review of Development Control Policy No.3.4 for the
WAPC to consider introducing provisions which allow for the further subdivision of
rural land in circumstances where landowners are experiencing financial hardship
and it can be demonstrated that further subdivision of their land will not compromise
established planning principles.
It is acknowledged that section 241(3) of the Planning and Development Act 2005
does make allowance for the State Administrative Tribunal to grant approval to
further subdivision development in these circumstances and when not more than
three (3) lots are proposed to be created.
This current allowance is however considered too restrictive in circumstances
where farmers are facing financial hardship due to drought or other factors and
does not give the WAPC the discretion to grant approval to further subdivision
development in these situations. The revised policy could address this by including
a number of relevant provisions to provide the guidance necessary to allow the
WAPC to approve further subdivision development in these circumstances.

xi) The revised policy makes reference to the terms „Controlled Access Highway‟ and
„State Roads‟ in various parts however clear definitions for each of these terms are
not provided in Appendix 1. Some clear statements in this regard would be highly
beneficial.
xii) Appendix 4 of the revised policy does not list the Town of Narrogin as being located
in the „Wheatbelt Agricultural Policy Area‟ and is an omission that needs to be
corrected.
Statutory Environment
Shire of Wagin Town Planning Scheme No.2
Planning and Development Act 2005
Policy Implications
Any existing or future proposed local planning policies for the Shire of Wagin are required to
have due regard for and must generally be consistent with the provisions contained in the
WAPC‟s proposed new State Planning Policy No.2.5 and Development Control Policy
No.3.4.
Public Consultation
Not required by the Shire. The current public consultation process is being managed by the
Department of Planning on behalf of the WAPC.
Financial Implications
The total cost to review the revised draft Wheatbelt Land Use Planning Strategy, State
Planning Policy No.2.5 and Development Control Policy No.3.4 and prepare a follow up
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submission to the Western Australia Planning Commission is estimated to be in the order of
$1,500.00 excluding GST. It is understood that a suitable allowance has been made in the
Shire‟s budget to accommodate this expenditure.
Strategic Implications
Any existing or future proposed local planning strategy for the Shire of Wagin is required to
have due regard for and must generally be consistent with the provisions contained in the
WAPC‟s proposed new Wheatbelt Land Use Planning Strategy.
Voting Requirements
Simple majority

Officer’s Recommendation
That Council resolve to advise the Western Australian Planning Commission that it does
not support the draft Wheatbelt Land Use Planning Strategy, State Planning Policy
No.2.5 entitled „Land Use Planning in Rural Areas’ and Development Control Policy
No.3.4 entitled Subdivision of Rural Land in their current form for the various reasons
cited in the above report and that the documents be modified to reflect the various
concerns raised prior to their final adoption by the Commission.

1667

Council Decision.

Moved: Cr. D K Morgan

Seconded: Cr. J G Shaw

That Council resolve to advise the Western Australian Planning Commission that it does
not support the draft Wheatbelt Land Use Planning Strategy, State Planning Policy
No.2.5 entitled „Land Use Planning in Rural Areas’ and Development Control Policy
No.3.4 entitled Subdivision of Rural Land in their current form for the various reasons
cited in the above report and that the documents be modified to reflect the various
concerns raised and that any revised document be again circulated to all Wheatbelt Local
Governments for endorsement prior to their final adoption by the Commission.
Carried 9/0
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PROPOSED RURAL SUBDIVISION

PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICERS:
ATTACHMENTS:

Harley Global on behalf of Mr Russell Gary Bolt
(Landowner)
Lots 1, 3, 3628, 3629 & 4162 Bolts Road, Wagin
Messrs Joe Douglas & Carlo Famiano - Consultant Town
Planners (Urban & Rural Perspectives)
Plans 1 to 4

Summary
This report recommends that a subdivision application submitted to the Western Australian
Planning Commission (WAPC) by Harley Global (multi-discipline land development
consultants) on behalf of Mr Russell Gary Bolt (landowner) and referred to the Shire for
review and comment be supported by Council subject to conditions.
Background
Harley Global, on behalf of the current landowner, is seeking approval to amalgamate Lots 1
and 3 (former road reserves) with adjoining Lots 3629 & 4162 respectively and to realign the
common boundaries between Lots 3628, 3629 & 4162. The purpose of the application is to
improve farm management and ensure that all existing building improvements associated
with the current farming activities on the land (i.e. single detached dwellings and sheds) are
contained within one (1) lot.
The subject landholdings are adjoining lots located approximately three (3) kilometres north
of the Wagin townsite on the western side of Bolts Road (see Plans 1 to 3).
Lots 3628, 3629 and 4162 have direct frontage to Bolts Road along their eastern boundaries
whilst Lot 1 has direct frontage to an unnamed road reserve along its southern boundary. Lot
3 is landlocked and does not therefore have legal frontage to a dedicated and constructed
public roadway. It should be noted that Lots 1 & 3 are former road reserves that are no
longer in use and have been acquired from the Crown by the current landowner.
The subject landholdings comprise a total combined area of approximately 159 hectares and
have been extensively cleared for broadacre agricultural purposes (i.e. cropping & grazing).
Notwithstanding the extent of previous clearing works, the land comprises a large stand of
native vegetation in its north-western portion.
The land also contains a number of physical improvements associated with its current rural
use including a single detached dwelling, sheds, dams, internal access tracks and boundary
fencing.
Specific details of the proposed subdivision are illustrated in the attached Plan 4 and
summarised in the following table:
Lot Particulars

Existing Land Area (Approx.)

Proposed Land Area (Approx.)

Existing Lot 1 (former road reserve)

2 ha

-

Existing Lot 3 (former road reserve)

1 ha

-

Existing Lot 3628 (rural lot)

65 ha

-

Existing Lot 3629 (rural lot)

65 ha

-

Existing Lot 4162 (rural lot)

26 ha

-

Proposed Lot A

-

58 ha

Proposed Lot B

-

73 ha

Proposed Lot C

-

28 ha
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Comment
In considering the subdivision application Council is required to have due regard for
provisions contained in the following planning documents prior to formulating its response to
the WAPC:
Shire of Wagin Town Planning Scheme No.2;
State Planning Policy No.2.5 – Agriculture & Rural Land Use Planning; and
WAPC Development Control Policy No.DC 3.4 – Subdivision of Rural Land.
The following is an assessment of the subdivision proposal in the context of the specific
requirements of these planning documents to determine its general suitability.
Shire of Wagin Town Planning Scheme No.2
The subject land is currently classified „Rural‟ zone in the Shire of Wagin Town Planning
Scheme No.2 (TPS No.2).
A key objective of the land‟s current „Rural‟ zoning classification is to retain the predominant
use of the land for agricultural purposes. Alternative uses are permitted at the discretion of
Council where such uses are considered to be an integral part of the rural environment, are
of benefit to the community and will not result in being a nuisance.
TPS No.2 does not contain any specific provisions controlling the subdivision of land within
the „Rural‟ zone. As such all subdivision applications are assessed on their merits with due
regard for any policies prepared by the WAPC in relation to the subdivision of rural land
throughout the State.
Notwithstanding the above and having due regard to the key objective of the land‟s current
„Rural‟ zoning classification, it is reasonable to conclude that the proposed subdivision will
facilitate the continued use of the land for agricultural purposes. As such there is scope for
Council to support the proposal in the context of the objective of the land‟s current „Rural‟
zoning classification under TPS No.2.
State Planning Policy No.2.5 – Agriculture & Rural Land Use Planning
State Planning Policy No.2.5 sets out the principles and considerations that will be applied
by state and local government authorities to provide for the protection of agricultural land
resources, plan and provide for rural settlement, minimise the potential for land use conflict
to protect existing agricultural land uses and carefully manage the State‟s natural resources.
The subdivision proposal for the subject landholdings has been formulated with due regard
for the provisions contained in SPP No.2.5 and is generally consistent with and unlikely to
compromise the policy‟s stated objectives and requirements.
WAPC Development Control Policy No.DC 3.4 – Subdivision of Rural Land
The Western Australian Planning Commission‟s (WAPC‟s) Development Control Policy
No.DC 3.4 provides guidance on the matters to be considered by the Commission when
determining applications for the subdivision of rural land throughout Western Australia. A
key objective of Policy No.DC 3.4 is to minimise the ad-hoc fragmentation of rural land
throughout the State.
Despite the fact that the further subdivision of agricultural land is generally not supported by
the WAPC, section 4.6 of Policy No.DC 3.4 enables the rationalisation of farming land in one
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ownership through boundary realignments to improve farm management and/or provide
access to landlocked lots subject to compliance with a number of criteria.
The following is an assessment of the subdivision proposal in the context of the criteria
specified in Section 4.6 of Policy No.DC 3.4:
a)

The new lot pattern is consistent with the objectives of the policy.
The proposed subdivision is considered to be consistent with the objectives of Policy
No. DC 3.4 as it relates specifically to the protection of agricultural land, minimizing the
potential for land use conflict and managing natural resources. The subdivision is
unlikely to compromise any of these key objectives and will result in the creation of three
(3) new lots comprising areas consistent with the prevailing lot sizes in the immediate
locality.

b)

No additional lots are created.
The subdivision proposal will not result in the creation of any additional lots or dwelling
entitlements. There will in fact be a reduction in the total number of lots from five (5) to
three (3).

c)

The new lot boundaries reflect good environmental and land management practice and
are appropriate for the intended land use.
The proposed lot boundaries have been formulated with the aim of providing all lots with
frontage to a dedicated road (i.e. Bolts Road) and to ensure that all existing building
improvements associated with the current farming activities on the land (i.e. single
detached dwelling, sheds etc.) are contained on one (1) lot. As such the proposal could
reasonably be expected to help improve the future use and management of the land for
broadacre agricultural purposes.

Given the above findings, the proposed subdivision is considered to be consistent with the
criteria contained in section 4.6 of Policy No.DC 3.4.
Conclusion
It is concluded from a detailed assessment of the proposed subdivision of Lots 1, 3, 3628,
3629 7 4162 Bolts Road, Wagin that it is:
i)

unlikely to compromise the objectives of the land‟s current „Rural‟ zoning classification in
the Shire of Wagin Town Planning Scheme No.2;

ii) is generally consistent with and unlikely to compromise the stated objectives and
requirements of State Planning Policy No.2.5; and
iii) is generally consistent with the criteria contained in the Western Australian Planning
Commission‟s Policy No.DC 3.4 as this applies specifically to the subdivision of rural
land throughout the State.
In light of the above conclusions it is recommended that Council advise the Western
Australian Planning Commission that it supports the proposed subdivision subject to the
imposition of relevant conditions.
Statutory Environment
Shire of Wagin Town Planning Scheme No.2.
Planning and Development Act 2005 (as amended)
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Policy Implications
WAPC Development Control Policy No.DC 3.4 – Subdivision of Rural Land
State Planning Policy No.2.5 – Agriculture and Rural Land Use Planning
Financial Implications
Nil
Strategic Implications
Nil
Voting Requirements
Simple majority

1668 Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision
Moved: Cr. I C Cumming

Seconded: Cr. J G Shaw

That Council advise the Western Australian Planning Commission that it supports the
subdivision application submitted by Harley Global (multi-discipline land development
consultants) on behalf of Mr Russell Gary Bolt (landowner) to realign the boundaries of
Lots 1, 3, 3628, 3629 & 4162 Bolts Road, Wagin to create three (3) new separately titled
lots in accordance with the details of the plan submitted in support of the application
subject to the following condition:
1. All buildings and effluent disposal systems having the necessary clearance from the
new lot boundaries as required under the relevant legislation.
Carried 9/0
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26 July 2011

ATTENDANCE, APOLOGIES AND LEAVE OF ABSENCE (PREVIOUSLY
APPROVED)

Present:

Cr P J Blight
Cr K M Draper
Cr J P Reed
Cr G T Hegarty
Cr J L C Ballantyne
Cr I C Cumming
Cr D K Morgan
Cr J G Shaw
Cr G K B West

President
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Staff:

Mr L J Calneggia
Mr B A Roderick
Ms C A Webster
Mr A D Hicks
Mrs D J Thompson

Chief Executive Officer
Manager of Finance and Corporate Services
Manger of Community and Regulatory Services
Manager of Works
Executive Assistant

Visitors:

Mr Joe Douglas – Urban and Rural Perspectives
Mrs Kerry Walker, Mr Ross Whiteford, Mrs Sarah Whiteford, Mr Murray
Edwards and Mrs Kelly Edwards

Apologies:

Cr E N Pugh
Cr G R Ball

3.

RESPONSE TO PREVIOUS PUBLIC QUESTIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE

Nil
4.

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME

Nil
5.

APPLICATION FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Nil
6.

PUBLIC FORUM

Mrs Kerry Walker, Mrs Sarah Whiteford and Mrs Kelly Edwards addressed Council
expressing their opposition and concerns regarding any proposed regional refuse site on
Walker Road.
They were disappointed with Council that they had not been informed or consulted regarding
the development and thought that Council had a moral obligation to inform the neighbouring
land owners.
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It was explained to the group that this was one of two sites that has been chosen by a
consultant to do preliminary testing to see if the site was suitable for a refuse site.
Mrs Kerry Walker, Mr Ross Whiteford, Mrs Sarah Whiteford, Mr Murray Edwards and
Mrs Kelly Edwards left the meeting at 7.50pm.
7.

1669

CONFIRMATION OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES

Council Decision

Moved: Cr. I C Cumming

Seconded: Cr. D K Morgan

That the Minutes from the Ordinary Council meeting held on 28 June 2011 be confirmed
as true and accurate.
Carried 9/0

8.

DISCLOSURES OF FINANCIAL AND OTHER INTERESTS

Nil
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26 July 2011

STATUS REPORT - JULY 2011
Date

Resolution
#

Officer

Description

Action

27 Oct
2009

1171

MCRS

24 Nov
2009

1209

CEO

15 Dec
2009

1234

MFCS

25 May
2010

1374

CEO

Reconciliation Action Plan

24 Aug
2010

1436

CEO

Regional Development Scheme –
Wagin Aerodrome

Change scope of works and
complete an economic/business
plan.

26 Oct
2010

1464

CEO

Future of Community Centre

Undertake due diligence to consider
Community Centre – Lot 123 Tudhoe
Street

26 Oct
2010

1465

CEO

Purchase of Land for Proposed
Community Resource Centre

Write to owners of lot 19, 7, 120
Tudhoe Street to make formal offer
as per recommendation.

Status

Questions &
Comments

FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION
Security Cameras for the Wagin Town
Site

To pursue the installation of security
cameras beyond the CBD

Stage 2 – Grant
$25,000 received.

Proposal for an Integrated Energy &
Water System

That Council agree to be the lead
proponent for the funding application,
work in conjunction with Rural Towns
Program to finalise Water
Management Plans, and pay Karne
De Boar funding application and coordination work upon receipt of
application being successful.
Create a new account “Cash in Lieu”,
staff to develop policy on how to
apply monies in accordance with the
act. Write to the owners of lots 31, 64
& 150 Tudhoe St to seek interest in
Council acquiring these lots.
Council invite the wider community to
participate in developing a
Reconciliation Action Plan

Grant application
sent on due date.

Cash in lieu of public open space

22

Account created,
Policy to be
developed

Stage two –
Preliminaries
commenced.
Application sent to
RDA on due date –
Awaiting advice

Refer to Planning

On-going

Grant accepted –
Letter written to
Minister requesting
additional funds.
Asset Management
Committee
recommendation
June meeting.
Owner Lot 19 & 150
advised verbally not
interested in
accepting council‟s
latest offer.
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26 Oct
2010

1466

MCRS

21 Dec
2010

1528

22 Feb
2011
22 Feb
2011
22 Mar
2011
19 April
2011

26 July 2011

Future Building Stocks

Consideration re: 1 Nenke Street

Committee
recommend to sell 1
Nenke Street.

CEO

Business Case – Lake 4WD VROC
Aged Persons Housing Strategy
Alliance CLGF (Royalties for Regions)
Regional Component

Business case
submitted to RDL
Business case and
FAA for 10/11
finalised.

1547

MCRS

Master Plan for Sport and Recreation

1548

MCRS

New Cinema Package

That Council endorse the Business
Case for the Lakes and 4WD Well
Aged Persons Housing Strategy
Regional Alliance 2010 – 2011 and
lease Reserve 48235 Khedive
Street to Wagin Cottage Homes
Inc.
Master Plan to commence in Sept
2011.
Training – schedule 11/07/2011.

1568

MCRS

1578

MFCS

Proposal to establish a SES Unit in
Wagin
2011/2012 Budget Process

Proceed with the proposal to
establish a SES Unit.
Council endorse the 2011/2012
Budget process/timetable.

19 April
2011

1579

MFCS

4WD Common Computer System

That Council agree in principal to
change Council IT accounting system
and staff requested to work out
concrete proposals after discussing
with neighbouring shires and bring
back to 11/12 budget.

19 April

1581

MCRS/
MFCS

ESL Grant Application 2011/2012

Council endorse the ESL Grant
Application.

24 May
2011

1609

MCRS

Expression of Interest – Trees & Other
Landscape Vegetation

Townscape to meet 27 July
11,report to be presented.

24 May
2011
24 May
2011

1610

MCRS

1611

MCRS

Heritage Upgrade of Tudhoe Street CBD
Stubbs Street Playground Quotes

Investigate suitable heritage grants.
MCRS
Progress project plan seeking
community consultation for the
Stubbs Street playground.
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On-going.
On-going.
Numerous followups with FESA.

No response FESA
CFMC to follow up
Draft budget
meeting on 28 July
2011.
New IT system in
2010/2011 budget

Operating
allocation of
$23,000.
Works Crew to be
instructed on
planting and
species selection.
Ongoing.
Awaiting Sport &
Rec Master Plan.

Ongoing.
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Dry Season Assistance Grant –
Community Event

The Shire President and & Staff to
progress the “Rain Dance”
community event.

CEO

WA Local Government Convention

Submit registration for delegates.

1631

SP &
DSP

Super Towns Concept – WALGA State
Conference Agenda

24 May
2011
28 June
2011

1634

CEO

1637

MCRS

Sale of Council Residence – 5
Warwick Street
Wagin Trotting Club – Racecourse
Infrastructure Grant

Form a motion requesting an
explanation on the concept of
Super towns if deemed necessary.
Together with SP & DSP negotiate
for the best outcome.
Endorse letter of support.

28 June
2011

1651

CEO

Wagin Airfield – Regional Airports
Development Scheme 2011/12

28 June
2011

1664

CEO

Wagin Group of Councils Strategic
Waste Budget 2011 – 12

24 May
2011

1614

MCRS

24 May
2011
24 May
2011

1627

Accept offer from Minister of
Transport and advise of Council
disappointment not receiving the
total amount of the application for
the grant.
Contribute $5,000 to the Strategic
Waste Project and create a reserve
provision of $60,000 for future land
acquisitions.

24

Progressing.

On-going

SP, DSP & CEO to
attend.

Settlement due –
July 2011.
Awaiting
notification of
success of grant.
Letter written to
Minister.

Letter written.
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23 June
2009

1072

CEO

24 Nov
2009

1200

MOW/CEO

24 Nov
2009

1214

23 Feb
2010

Health, Building & Planning
Strategic Waste Management Plans

26 July 2011

Write to neighbouring shires, seek
permission to dig test holes and
prepare itinerary for visit to other
waste facilities.

Replies received from 8
shires, EOI to be called
for consultants to
assess 2 x sites – 1
Piesseville and 1
Cuballing.

Wagin District Farmers Co-operative
Signage

Advise the Co-op their request for
signage will be considered at the
next Townscape and Tidy towns
Committee Meeting.

Wagin on feedback
from the Chamber of
Commerce - Same

CEO

Light Industrial Land

Council to authorised the ACEO to
negotiate with the DPI – State Land
Services to facilitate an agreement,

Contact made with
Department.

1287

CEO

Skate Park

Make application to relevant funding
bodies for grants to construct purpose
built bowl; Seel approval from the
Sportsground Advisory Committee on
location. Funding allocated from the
10/11 budget

Preparing grant
application. Awaiting
Sportsground Advisory
meeting to obtain
endorsement of site.

27 April
2010

1354

CEO

Tender New Drs Residence

Advise S & SJ Scardetta that they
are the successful tenderers.

J McDougall Architect
engage to draw plans
and specifications

22 June
2010

1388

CEO

Proposed Residential Subdivision –
Arnott Street

This item lay on the table for future
consideration.

24 Aug

1439

EHO

24 Aug
2010

1440

EHO

Shed Lot 1773 Ballagin Street – Wagin
Agricultural Society
Food Act – Authorised Officers

Advise proponent application is
successful subject to conditions.
Appoint EHO as AO and notify the
relevant authorities.

25

Drilling of holes
Tarwonga site
completed.
Awaiting test
results.
Drilling holes
Piesseville
underway.
Still awaiting
feedback from the
Chamber of
Commerce. Quote
for hotmix
received Ongoing
DPI advised
Reserve #16548
offered in lieu of
Heritage survey
On going.
Work commenced.

July 2011, Open
Day 29/07/2011.
No action at this
stage.

Applicant advised
Appointment Minuted

Shed erected and
painted – Finished
I D Card to be
designed
Card Designed –
Finished
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26 Oct
2010
26 Oct
2010

1482

CEO

Wagin Frail Aged – Land Tenure

Enter into the WA Health Services.

1484

CEO

Industrial Land – Vernal Street –
Reserve 48538

Make application to Landcorp to
develop industrial land.

Expected Sept
2011

26 Oct
2010

1486

CEO

Opening of unmade roads

Council agree in principle to
opening of Tillelan Rd and a portion
of unnamed road to location 1429.
Proponent to contribute 50% of
costs.

26 Oct
2010

1487

MFCS

Sportsground RV Area Hire Fees &
Charges

CEO to have delegated authority to
negotiate appropriate fees for
organisations.

Application for
clearing permit
made. Proponents
advised of Council
decision – Refer to
2011/12 Budget.
On-going

21 Dec
2010

1527

CEO

Wagin Group Regional Landfill Site

22 Mar
2011

1572

CEO

Proposed Crop Dusting Business
and Private Aircraft Taxiway

19 April
2011

1596

CEO &
MFCS

Tender 1-10/11 – Redevelopment of
the Wagin Memorial Swimming Pool &
Allocation of additional funds

19 April
2011

1597

CEO/MFCS

24 May
2011

1619

CEO

Proposal for an Integrated Water,
Energy & Aquaculture Project Grant
Application to Regional
Development Australia Fund
Proposed Residential Subdivision –
Lot 896 Arnott Street

24 May
2011

1620

CEO

Give in principle agreement to its
continued participation in the
Wagin Group‟s proposed Regional
Refuse Site.
Notify proponent Council is
prepare to agree in principle to
application subject to conditions
as per Council Decision.
Accept tender 1 as per Officers
recommendation and acknowledge
that the Swimming Pool
Redevelopment be overseen by the
Asset Management Committee
under delegated authority.
Submit a grant application to
Regional Development Australia
Fund as per the officer‟s
recommendation.
Staff not to progress development
until further consideration of future
needs be determined.
Write to the Minister for Lands to
convey Council objection to the
proposed sale of lot.

Wagin Town Lot 528 – Reserve
31177 Wendell Street Wagin

26

Letter written to D.O.H.

On-going

On going.

Letter written.

Contract signed
17/05/2011 Work
commenced –
agenda item.

Grant submitted

No action at this
stage.
Agenda item –
July.
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Extension – Upgrade Caravan Park

28 June
2011
28 June
2011

1640

MCRS

1641

CEO

Purchase of land for proposed
Community Resources Centre

28 June
2011

1642

CEO

Council Housing

28 June
2011

1643

CEO

Council Housing

28 June
2011
28 June
2011
28 June
2011

1644

MCRS

Disability Access Audit

1645

MCRS

Town Hall Floor

1652

CEO

Boundary Adjustment – Shire of
Wagin, West Arthur and Narrogin

28 June
2011
28 June
2011
28 June
2011

1653

CEO

Mobile Phone Network

1654

CEO

Planning Application Fees

1655

CEO

28 June
2011
28 June
2011

1656

CEO

1657

MCRS/
EHO/CEO

Western Australian Planning
Commission Draft Wheatbelt Land
Use Planning Strategy & Rural
Planning Policies
Proposed Crop Dusting Business &
Private Aircraft Taxiway
Wagin Memorial Pool Disability
Access

28 June
2011

1658

EHO

Planning Application Lot 735 Forrest
Street Accommodation

26 July 2011

Undertake a feasibility study and
report back to the Committee.
Write to the owner of lots 19 &
150 Tudhoe Street to counter
offer.
Write to C Bunter and allocate
other house to existing
employees.
Prepare a report on the sale of 1
Nenke Street and the construction
of a CEO residence.
Prepare report in order of priority
for upgrading.
Seek further engineering advice.
Hold further discussions with the
Shires of Narrogin and West
Arthur on this issue.
Advise Shire of Wickepin that
funding already committed.
Adopt the amended Planning &
Development charges.
Prepare a written submission.

Advise proponent of Council
decision and conditions.
Modify the Scope of Works to
include a disabled ramp and
prepare a report including types of
ramps and costs estimates.
Advise proponent approval has
been granted.

27

Letter written.
Verbally replied
not interested.
Letter sent.

On-going.

Incorporate with DIAP.

On-going.
On-going

Letter sent to Shires of
Narrogin and West
Arthur.
Letter sent.

Joe Douglas URP
to attend – July
meeting.
Letter written.
Research with access
ramp – DSC for
advice.
Proponent advised
planning approval
granted. Waiting for
plans to issue building
permits.

On-going
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28 June
2011

1659

EHO

Health and Beauty Business – Loc
441 Taylors Road

Advise proponent approval has
been granted.

28 June
2011

1660

EHO

Morton Seeds – Planning Application

Advise proponent approval has
been granted subject to
conditions.

28

Proponent advised
planning approval
granted.
Applicant advised
planning approval
granted. Awaiting
FESA comments.
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27 April
2010
23 Nov
2010

1338

MCRS

WORKS & SERVICES
Signage

1502

MOW

Bolt Road

23 Nov
2010

1504

MOW

School Oval

23 Nov
2010

1505

MOW/CEO

23 Nov
2010

1507

MOW

19 April
2011

1588

19 April
2011

19 April
2011

26 July 2011

Prepare new consultancy.

On-going.

Defer Bolt Rd upgrade for
consideration in the 2011/2012
budget.
That MOW enter into discussions
with school regarding the reduction
in size and watering of the school
oval.
CEO to meet with Bus Committee
and the P&C to agree on concept
plans for pickup and delivery areas.

Less than one vehicle
per hour.Maintenance
Grade only.

Works Program 2011/2012

That Council add Leake Lane,
Tillelman Rd and make provision for
a school upgrade of bus
pickup/delivery area and footpath in
the Works Program for 2011/2012.

Presented to Works
and Services meeting
14 April 2011.

MOW

Cemetery Car Park

Council to seek option
to purchase land from
Land owner.

1589

MOW

Ballaying Bridge 3078

Council write to Main Roads
seeking approval to move the
cemetery fence up to two metres
back and construct an angle
parking area.
Seek the opinion of Main Roads
Dept on removing bridge 3078 and
replacing with 6 barrel culvert as
per Main Roads design.

1591

MOW

Forrest Street

Consider construction and sealing
of a section of Forrest St in the
2011/2012 budget.

Waiting for Council
decision.

School Bus Parking and Footpath

29

Consideration for
2011/2012 Budget
Ongoing

Presented to Works
and Services meeting
14 April 2011.

Held discussion
with school on new
drop off point.
Ongoing
Leeke Lane and
Tillelman Rd are
included in the
2011/2012 budget
– awaiting
outcome if to be
included in Works
program. Ongoing
Waiting on a report
from Main Roads.

Have contacted
Main Roads
Narrogin for more
information.
Ongoing
Road works
completed stilling
waiting for
Councils decision
ion any further
works.
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11 July
2011

1646

MOW

Wetlands Water Usage

MCRS

LEMC Meeting – 14 July 2011

26 July 2011

Undertake Option 1 and monitor
the water quality.

30

Awaiting for
materials.
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REPORTS OF COMMITTEES

LEMC MEETING - 14 JULY 2011

10.1.1 COMMUNITY EMERGENCY SERVICES MANAGERS - REPORT
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENT:

Cindy Pearce
Function of the LEMC Committee

Summary
The following quarterly report details the activities of the CESM for the Shire of Wagin for the
past 3 months. A number of the items are ongoing.
Comment
Nil
Statutory Environment
Nil
Policy Implications
Nil
Financial Implications
Nil
Strategic Planning
Nil
Voting Requirements
Simple majority
Community Emergency Services Report – Months of April, May, June including up to mid
July 2011
Items I have been asked to follow up by Shires Officers:
Proposed SES Unit for Wagin x 4.
Bravery Award for member of the Community.
Historical Village hydrant and water pressure at Gull Service Station.
Smoke management within town site.
Wedgecarrup Fire Appliance.
Number of Local Meetings Attended:
Meeting with CBFCO Ross Goldsmith x 2
Meeting with Carolyn x 2
Meeting with Brian to discuss ESL planned.
BFAC meeting 13th April.
DEMC meeting 7th July Wagin Telecentre.
LEMC meeting 14th July.
Other items include:
Weather Warning to Shire Sunday 10th April.
Total Fire Ban information – on going.
Membership list update to assist in reducing insurance cost for shire.
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Asset protection town site. Organising burn before summer for Mt Latham to protect
the communications infrastructure. I have been working with DEC on this as DEF
(declared endangered flora) are recorded in the area. Also investigating reducing the
fuel to the north of the town site surrounding the Go Cart Track.
Fire fighter training courses are being held in surrounding areas. Two fire fighters will
be attending a FCO course at Kojonup on the 28th July. Other courses available are
the Fire Weather Course, at Mr Barker, only 2 are run a year due to the cost of the
course, and Intro to Fire Fighting and Bushfire Fighting at Woodanilling.
Educational Resources left at the office for community include Home Fire Safety and
colour books for children.
Media Releases – Flue Fir Safety, Smoke issues from backyard burning.
FESA Conference – 2 places available, one position filled.
Implementing Emergency Plan for Airstrip.
Working with FESA on Local Emergency Arrangements and contact/resource‟s list.
1670

Council Decision

Moved: Cr. J L C Ballantyne

Seconded: Cr. J G Shaw

That Council receive this report.
Carried 9/0
ATTACHMENT

Function of the LEMC Committee
To assist the Shire of Wagin to develop and
maintain effective emergency management and
arrangements.

Objectives of the Committee
a) To advise and assist the Shire of Wagin in ensuring that Local Emergency Management
arrangements are established for its district.
b) To liaise with public authorities and other persons in the development, review and testing
of these arrangements.
c) To assist with the preparation and approval of the Shire of Wagin‟s Local Emergency
Management arrangements and submit such plans to the District Emergency Management
Committee (DEMC) for approval.
d) To review at least annually the Shire of Wagin‟s Local Emergency Management
arrangements and activities of the committee and report to the Shire and to DEMC
e) To carry out such other emergency management functions as directed by DEMC.
The Local Government Act 1995 places the responsibility for speaking on behalf of Council with the
President or CEO if the President agrees. Individual
members of the LEMC are to refrain from speaking
publicly on behalf of the committee or Council, or to issue
any form of written material purporting to speak on behalf
of the committee or Council without the prior approval of
the President. Further that the Committee shall not have
power to expend Council funds.
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10.1.2 SHIRE OF WAGIN LEMC ANNUAL BUSINESS PLAN 2011 - 2012
Mission
The Shire of Wagin is committed to working with the community to develop community emergency management arrangements.
Goal 1: Identification of key issues and emerging trends
Outcome
LEMC strategies for achieving outcomes

Achievements

Nil (SEMC Outcome)

Goal 2: Identifying and utilizing funding requirements/opportunities
Outcome
LEMC strategies for achieving outcomes
LEMC has knowledge of available funding programs
for emergency management projects.
(SEMC Outcome)
Applications submitted for mitigation funds and/or
emergency management projects where appropriate.
(SEMC Outcome)

Goal 3: Enhancing the local capability
Outcome
Local arrangements developed/ endorsed/reviewed in
accordance with SEMP 2.5.
(SEMC Outcome)
Undertake the Emergency Risk management Process.
(SEMC Outcome)
Exercising of Local Arrangements in accordance with
SEMP 2.5 and SEMP 3.1.
(SEMC Outcome)
Encourage LEMC members to undertake current and
appropriate EM training.
(SEMC Outcome)

Achievements

LEMC XO make committee aware of funding
opportunities
LG / LEMC may submit application to grant programs
as appropriate.

LEMC strategies for achieving outcomes
LG will review arrangements on an annual basis

LG / LEMC will review the risk register annually.
LEMC will host an exercise on an annual basis

LEMC members will be made aware of available
training.
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Achievements
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Goal 4: Developing community resilience
Outcome

26 July 2011

LEMC strategies for achieving outcomes

Provide support to community safety activities within
the EM district.
(SEMC Outcome)

The LEMC may provide in principle support to
community safety activities undertaken by HMA’s.

Encourage organizations to promote Community
awareness and education of hazards relevant to the LG
district.
(SEMC Outcome)
Promote community centered ERM process to LGs.
(SEMC Outcome)

The LEMC may encourage HMA’s to conduct
community safety activities for identified high risk
hazards.
The LG/ LEMC will use the CCERM process aligned
to ISO 31000/2009 when reviewing the risk register.

Goal 5: Enhance/apply land use planning and building codes
Outcome
LEMC strategies for achieving outcomes
Provide support to land use planning and/or building
reviews.
(SEMC Outcome)

Achievements

Achievements

Where identified risks involve land use planning as
part of the mitigation process, this information will
be passed to the relevant LG department.

Goal 6: Reinforcing/integrating the comprehensive EM approach
Outcome
LEMC strategies for achieving outcomes

Achievements

Nil (SEMC Outcome)

Goal 7: Policy and Governance
Outcome
LEMC membership and composition reviewed to ensure
composition in accordance with SEMP 2.5.
(SEMC Outcome)
LEMC has representation at the DEMC in accordance
with SEMP 2.4 & 2.5.
(SEMC Outcome)
Annual business planning undertaken in accordance with
SEMP 2.6.
(SEMC Outcome)

LEMC strategies for achieving outcomes
LEMC XO will monitor committee composition for
compliance with SEMP 2.5
LEMC is aware of who represents them at DEMC

XO completes business plans as required
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Annual reporting undertaken in accordance with SEMP
2.6
(SEMC Outcome)
Review and comment on SEMC policies as requested.
(SEMC Outcome)
Ensure a debrief/PIA is undertaken for all IMG
activations and outcomes forwarded to EMWA.
(SEMC Outcome)

26 July 2011

XO completes annual report as required

Requests for comments on SEMP are forwarded to
LEMC members for review & comment

LEMC priorities
The LEMC may have local priorities that fall outside of the SEMC goals above. Please document these below.
Goal 1:
Outcome

LEMC strategies for achieving outcomes

Achievements

Goal 2:
Outcome

LEMC strategies for achieving outcomes

Achievements

Goal 3:
Outcome

LEMC strategies for achieving outcomes

Achievements

1671

Council Decision

Moved: Cr. K M Draper

Seconded: Cr. J G Shaw

That Council endorse the LEMC Business Plan for 2011/2012.
Carried 9/0
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11.

REPORTS OF OFFICERS

11.1

WORKS REPORT

PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENTS:

26 July 2011

Shire of Wagin
Manager of Works
Works Progress Report
Capital Works Program
Works Maintenance Program
Plant Report

Summary
A Works Report is provided for Councils information.
Background
Council has previously requested that this information be presented to it at Ordinary Council
meetings.
Comment

Shire of Wagin
Works JULY 2011
Works Completed

Description

TOWN TREE‟S

Skirt all street trees along footpaths

BITUMEN ROAD SHOULDERS

Maintenance grade all shoulders

SWIMMING POOL UPGRADE

Remove all pavers, old pool and excavate
area for new upgrade
Spray all town streets and back lanes 80%
completed

TOWN SITE SPRAYING

Future Works

Description

TOWN SITE

Footpaths - carryover to 2011/2012

DONGOLOCKING ROAD

Re-gravel bitumen shoulders to 2 metres
wide
Maintenance Grading 60%

RURAL ROADS
REC GROUND

Construct Skate Park waiting for contractor
to complete

On Going Works

Description

COMMUNITY REQUESTS

Blocked culverts around some rural roads
still after the storm damage
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Down Time

Description

Nil

Other
Nil

Statutory Environment
Nil

Policy Implications
Nil
Financial Implications
Nil
Strategic Implications
Nil
Voting Requirements
Simple majority

Piesseville / Tarwonga Road Damage

1672

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. K M Draper

Seconded: Cr. G K B West

That Council investigate damage to the road and write to the appropriate persons
responsible.
Carried 9/0

1673

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. G T Hegarty

Seconded: Cr. J G Shaw

That Council adopts the Works Management Report comprising of the Works Progress
Report for July 2011, and the Capital Works Program, Maintenance and Plant Reports
for the period ending 30 June 2011.
Carried 9/0
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11.2

26 July 2011

MANAGER COMMUNITY AND REGULATORY SERVICES REPORT

REPORTING OFFICER:

Manager Carolyn Webster

Summary
The following report details the activities of this Division for July 2011. It also celebrates the
completion of the new Doctors House, installation of the new kitchen at the Eric Farrow
Pavilion and the final delivery and trial run of the Cinema Package.
Comment

COMMUNITY AND REGULATORY SERVICES
REPORT JULY 2011
Item
CCTV and
Community Safety

Asset Management
and Maintenance
Schedule

Notes
CCTV Stage 2 has been discussed and a quote is being prepared.
In addition to a number of new cameras we will see also the
introduction of dummy cameras, alarms and covert surveillance as
part of this phase. An outstanding grant from the Office of Crime
Prevention has been added to the CCTV Stage 2 as a variation.
Additional funding will be forthcoming from the WAS and the
School.
BMO, Andy Taylor, has completed 47 jobs in this period. He has
done major repairs to the Gordon St house, fitted out the new Eric
Farrow kitchen, assisted with earth works at the Pool, erected 2
sheds and put new locks on all our public toilets. Andy has also
completed the Elevated Work Platform (EWP) Course, a major feat
for a person with extreme fear of heights!
The new Drs house will be opened for public inspection 29th July
2011 at 10.00 to 12.00 noon. Councillors are encouraged to
participate in this visit and see the final result prior to the Doctors
moving in.
Planning has now commenced for the new CEO House and plans
are being sourced. The location is yet to be chosen.
The Swimming Pool upgrade is well underway. The wet weather
has created some problems in excavating the site for the new
Leisure Pool and the works crew have worked arduously removing
brick paving and taking away parts of the demolished pool and
clay. The bricks will be used to upgrade some of the foot paths in
the CBD.
To better manage our Maintenance and Asset Register we are
purchasing a version of Microsoft Project. This will in turn generate
much needed reports and allow for better works planning.
The MCRS attended a meeting of Friends of the Lakes at the
Landcare
Office.
They
were
looking
for
assistance,
funding/equipment/resources to undertake weed control along the
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Development
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Wait - jen Walk Trail. Rather than lend equipment and recognising
that this is Shire responsibility the MOW has agreed to send Works
crew out to undertake the spraying. This group also want to
upgrade signs along the trail and I am trying to persuade them that
all signage in and around wagin has to meet with a particular
standard and style. Additionally I encouraged them to include local
indigenous people in the wording and decoration of the signs.
The Cinema package has arrived and was finally set up on Friday
15th July. The quality of picture and sound is impressive. The
screen set up is simple and a training session is planned in a
couple of weeks for our staff and the other Shires who added funds
to this purchase.
Vintage Movies will commence next month now that Max Bell has
recovered from his surgery.
Bill James, Landscape Architect will address the Townscape
Committee meeting scheduled for 27th July and present his report
and provide a power point of simulated street tree planting for the
Committee to consider. It is hoped that immediately following this
meeting orders for new trees will be placed and planting commence
in the CBD.
The Parks and Gardens crew have now finished planting the
planter boxes which will also be painted and given “new feet”. New
plants have been chosen to complete the West side of the
Administration building garden.
The Reconciliation Committee will meet next month as will the
Community Centre Co-location Committee.
We did not schedule a Community activity for July however we did
assist in supporting the Community Dance that was organised at
the Town Hall on Sat 16th. According to Uniting Church
spokesperson, Arthur Pederick, 40 people attended.

Health
OS&H

Our planned event for August is a free workshop “LIVING IN A
CHANGING CLIMATE” to be held 16th August 9.30 to 3.00pm Eric
Farrow Pavilion. This will be facilitated by BestFarms
Environmental Management Systems and includes refreshments,
lunch and training materials.
A Wagin Health Advisory Network has been convened and is set to
hold its inaugural meeting on 28th July 2011.
A meeting of the OSH Committee was held this month and the
outcomes included the following:
BMO booked to undertake Asbestos Course in August.
Induction for new staff to include Defensive Driver training
Staff to undertake First Aid training
MOW wants to try for Silver Accreditation
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Grants

Local Emergency
Management

Sport and Recreation

26 July 2011

We have been successful in obtaining an $8,125 grant from
Department of Communities and have appointed Rebekah
Cumming as the Seniors Advocacy Officer for one day a week. She
will work closely with Williams CDO in setting up a program to
implement the findings of the Age Friendly Communities Project in
consultation with Wagin seniors.
LEMC Meeting was held this month and the report is contained
within this Agenda.
Cindy Pearce has created a Fact Sheet which will be distributed to
every household in the District.
The figures promised last month are not available as the Acting
Sport and Recreation Officer has been on School Leave.
The program has been continued throughout the term holidays by
Traverse Douglas and both Traverse and Rebekah Cumming have
provided a much needed Holiday Program on each Tues and Thurs
afternoons of the term holidays.
The International Endurance Ride will start from the Showgrounds
on Friday 29th 2011. The Shire has given support to this event and
Councillors are encouraged to visit this event and meet up with the
riders and organisers. We will sponsor Best Conditioned Junior
Horse and Junior Rider. It is expected that the King of Malaysia will
ride in this international event which has also attracted many riders
from interstate.

Statutory Environment
Nil
Financial Implications
Nil
Strategic Implications
Nil
Voting Requirements
Simply majority
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1674

26 July 2011

Council Decision

Moved: Cr. K M Draper

Seconded: Cr. J G Shaw

That Council endorse the following events and purchases for the 2011 Dry Season
Assistance Grant as follows:
Purchase 5 Metre Screen and portable Cinema Package
$11525
Less 3 x $1600 from Town of Narrogin, Shires of West Arthur
- $4800
and Katanning
$6725
Purchase recent release movies
$3000
“Meaty Matters of the Mind” with Vince Gareffa
$2075
“Sustainable Gardens” with Peter Coppin
$1000
Lipstick and Limelight Rural Women‟s Forum sponsorship
Keynote Speakers
$2000
“Wagin‟s Amazing Chase” fundraising car rally, funding for
children‟s entertainment
$1000
November Harvest Festival – funding street theatre, children‟s
entertainment and music
$4200
TOTAL $20,000
Carried 9/0

1675

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved Cr. J G Shaw

Moved: Cr. I C Cumming

That Council receives this report.
Carried 9/0
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26 July 2011

CEO REPORT – JULY 2011

PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:

Shire of Wagin
Chief Executive Officer

To Shire President and Councillors I hereby present my report;
It is gratifying to see smiles on people‟s faces, it‟s amazing what a little water can do. It has
been a busy month, once again with much of my time occupied in WIFFH grants.
Staff
We welcome Bethany Hollis, Administration Officer and Daniel Irekpolo, Finance Officer to
our organisation and hope their stay will be beneficial to all. Debbie Thompson is undergoing
a course in “Project Management” and it is hoped that these new found skills can assist with
the current and proposed projects.
Jock Murray and Mark Swinfield are undertaking Spray Operators certification.
Annual Leave
Stuart Johansson is currently on annual leave returning to work end of August.
WIFFH – Action Agenda Funding – Royalties For Regions
An application, similar to the RDA application has been forwarded to RDL under the above
funding round for Regional and State wide Strategic Projects of which there is $75 million
available. Nothing to date has been heard from RDA regarding our other application for this
project.
Co-location Committee
Following advertising we now have sufficient community interest and an inaugural meeting
will be called soon to activate this project. Shire President has offered to Chair this
Committee.
RAP
Similarly there is a nucleus of persons interested in progressing this plan and a meeting with
Cr Ballantyne as chair, will also be held shortly.
Diary
11/07/2011
12/07/2011
13/07/2011
14/07/2011
15/07/2011
21/07/2011
22/07/2011
26/07/2011

RDO
K Pearce – Water Corporation – Waste Water/Puntapin
GSBA Board meeting
Interviews – Finance Officer
LEMAC meeting
Senior Staff meeting
Tuck Waldron
Regional Waste meeting
4WD meeting
Council meeting

Statutory Environment
Nil
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Policy Implications
Nil
Financial Implications
Nil
Strategic Implications
Nil
Voting Requirements
Simple majority

1676

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. I C Cumming

Moved: Cr. J L C Ballantyne

That Council receive and endorse the Chief Executive Officer‟s report.
Carried 9/0

11.4

HOME AND COMMUNITY CARE – JUNE 2011

PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:

Home and Community Care
Home and Community Care Coordinator

Summary
Ninety six clients were reported to the National Data Repository as receiving one or more
services for the quarter of April to June.
These services included;
63
1
56
35
19
28
23
13
2

Clients Housekeeping
Clients Shopping
Clients Social Support
Clients Centre Based Day Care
Clients Meals on Wheels
Clients Gardening
Clients Transport
Assessment
Clients Care Co-ordination

There has been a significant decrease in gardening services for this year due to sever water
shortage and surgery to our home maintenance employee and sickness to his relief person.
Due to this we have only been able to provide a very limited service the past three months.
All services except Centre Based Day Care and Respite have come in under contracted
hours for the year.
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APRIL – JUNE 2011
TYPE OF SERVICES
PROVIDED – TOTAL
TIME (HOURS)
Domestic Assistance
Social Support
Personal Care
Centre Based Day Care
Respite Care
Assessment
Case Planning / Review
Home Maintenance
Transport

MONTHLY
CONTRACTED

HOURS
PROVIDED

CONTRACTED

750
174
12
375
4½
42
36
363
261

727
185
25
390
31
3
64
199

3000
896
197
1500
20
175
145
1459
-

Statutory Environment
N/A
Policy Implications
N/A
Financial Implications
N/A
Strategic Implications
N/A
Voting Requirements
Simply majority

1677

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. K M Draper

Seconded: Cr. D K Morgan

That Council receive and endorse this report.
Carried 9/0
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26 July 2011

VACANT LAND RESERVE 24133 (LOTS 520, 522, 524, 535 & 528 (RESERVE
31177) WENDELL STREET/UNICORN STREET, WAGIN

PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENTS:

State Land Services
Chief Executive Officer
2 x Emails – State Land Services
Map

Summary
To accept State Land Services determination to receive the above lots as a Management
Order.
Background
Council at its May 2011 Ordinary Council meeting resolved to object to State Land Services
selling lots 528 Wendell Street to Council for the sum of $50,000 and request that this lot be
ceded to Council at no cost.
Comment
State Land Services as per attached emails have offered Council the whole of Reserve
24133 and 31177 for “Municipal Purposes”.
Statutory Environment
Nil
Policy Implications
Nil
Financial Implications
Nil
Strategic Implications
Nil
Voting Requirements
Simple majority

1678

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. D K Morgan

Seconded: Cr. J L C Ballantyne

That Council accept a Management Order of Reserve 24133 and 31177 for Municipal
Purposes.
Carried 9/0
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Wagin Lot 528 Reserve 31177
Your Ref LJC:DJT DEP30/2/R31177
Our Ref 3697-1970 Job 093912
Chief Executive Officer
Shire of Wagin
PO Box 200
Wagin WA 6315
Dear Sir
I refer to your letter dated 16 June 2011 wherein you advised of Council objection to the sale of Wagin
Lot 528 set aside for “Government Requirements (Agriculture Department)”. I understand you met
with the Hon. Brendon Grylls, Minister for Lands, in Katanning during Regional Cabinet meeting to
discuss possible transfer of management to the Shire of Wagin for “Municipal Purposes”.
It would be appreciated if you could confirm whether the Shire of Wagin Council has formally resolved
to accept management of Reserve 31177 for the above purpose. If so, I will arrange for this Office to
change the reserve purpose and issue a Management Order to the Shire.
I look forward to your early response.
Yours sincerely
Steve Burgess
Manager Wheatbelt
Lands Division
Phone 9347 5063
Fax

9347 5002

Mobile 0438 851 228
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Wagin Lots 520 -522, 524, 534, 535 (Reserve 24133)
Our Ref 903- 1967
Chief Executive Officer
Shire of Wagin
PO Box 200
Wagin WA 6315
Dear Sir
The above reserve is set aside for the purpose of “Government Requirements” and is unmanaged. It
is further noted the reserve has been undeveloped. Accordingly, the department‟s Property Asset
Clearing House (PACH) was giving consideration to the disposal of the land as surplus to
requirements.
However, it is understood the Shire of Wagin has expressed objection to the sale of the land, instead
preferring that it be retained as reserve for future development. It has also been suggested that the
Shire would accept management of the reserve for “Municipal Purposes”.
I would appreciate your confirmation that the Shire of Wagin Council has resolved to accept
management of Reserve 24133 for “Municipal Purposes”. Upon confirmation I will arrange change of
purpose and Management Order in favour of the Shire. Please note that native title rights and
interests may exist with respect to Reserve 24133 and a change in purpose and management may
not extinguish those rights. Accordingly, a future act process may be necessary before this land could
be developed and sold in freehold for residential or industrial development.
I look forward to your early response.
Yours Sincerely
Steve Burgess
Manager Wheatbelt
Lands Division
Phone 9347 5063
Fax

9347 5002

Mobile 0438 851 228
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Wagin Lots 520 -522, 524, 534, 535 (Reserve 24133) &
Wagin Lot 528 Reserve 31177
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26 July 2011

WAGIN AIRFIELD – SLAVIN MASTER PLAN

PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:

Slavin Architects
Chief Executive Officer

Summary
To consider recommendations in the Slavin Master Plan for the Wagin Airfield.
Background
Council commissioned Slavin Architects to undertake a Master Plan for the Wagin Airfield,
this plan was presented to the June 2011 ordinary Council meeting, and offered a number of
recommendations with a request by the consultants and some suggestions on how to
progress this matter forward.
Comment
The consultant has identified a number of opportunities which need to be worked through
and progressed. It is suggested that a working group be established to prepare a report on
the recommendations and be given a time period in which to come up with their findings.
Statutory Environment
N/A
Policy Implications
N/A
Financial Implications
N/A
Strategic Implications
Assets and Infrastructure – Master Planning and Development of Community Facilities at the
Aerodrome.
Voting Requirements
Simple majority

1679

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. G K B West

Seconded: Cr. G T Hegarty

That a working group be established consisting of Crs Ball, Ballantyne, West and Blight
be established to make comment and report on the Master Plan of the Wagin Airport and
that the group be asked to report to Council within there (3) months.
Carried 9/0
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WATER CORPORATION OPERATING LICENSE

PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENTS:

WALGA
Chief Executive Officer
(1)
R & K Davies Letter
(2)
Murray Hall – Hillroy Farms Pty Ltd

Summary
To consider submitting a submission to Economic Regulation Authority regarding the Water
Corporations request to amend its water services operation license 32.
Background
The Water Corporation proposes to change as follows;
Area

Current minimum flow

Proposed minimum flow

Farmland services –
Goldfields and Agriculture
Water Supply, the Great
Southern Town Water
Supply Scheme and the Mid
West Region
Rural Water Supply
Schemes

Over a 24 hour period 11.2
litres/hectare/day and 3kL per
occupied house

3kL/day per service

Over a 24 hour period 5.6
litres/hectare/day and 1.8kL per
occupied house

1.8kL/day per service

Service standard

Current minimum flow
Measures

Proposed minimum flow measures

Pressure and flows are kept
within the acceptable range.
In the preceding 12 month
period 99.8% of farmlands
water systems customers
have, at the outlet of the
water meter to their property,
the required flow and
pressure rates

Number of connected properties
with confirmed pressure/flow faults
divided by total number of potable
water connected properties
expressed as a % and then
subtracted from 100
Flow is measured free to air with
downstream pipe work
disconnected at the meter.
Pressure is measured as static
pressure (no flow) at the same
point

From complaints received, the number of services
with confirmed water pressure/flow faults divided by
the total number of water service connections
expressed as a % and then subtracted from 100
The flow rate and dynamic pressure is measured at
the meter over a period, so as to confirm the available
flow meets the minimum standard

Comment
There is some disquiet in the farming community by those farmers (see letters) and there is
general consensus that;
1. It is not acceptable to lower service delivery standards
2. Any reduction of historical flow rates and pressures are also not acceptable (this
includes any attempt to restrict flow at existing services).
3. If any changes are implemented they should be to increase delivery standards as
applies to every other service. To lower standards to achieve compliance in
untenable).
4. Those whose properties that join the scheme have been excluded from the Farm
Water Supply Grants Scheme and were forced by legislation to pay a rate on their
land to pay for the installation costs of the pipeline so it is unreasonable that they
now take a lower service.
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5. To target farm water supply only (given that all water supplied by Water Corp comes
in the same pipe) is also untenable as the only industry the region has is agriculture
and so it should take precedence over other users or at the least be treated equally.
It is proposed that a submission be forwarded to the Economic Regulatory Authority
objecting to the Water Corporations proposed changes as per above.
Statutory Environment
Nil
Policy Implications
Nil
Financial Implications
Nil
Strategic Implications
Nil
Voting Requirements
Simple majority

1680

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. G K B West

Seconded: Cr. J G Shaw

That Council forward a submission to the Economic Regulatory Authority objecting to the
proposed changes to operating services License 32.
Carried 9/0
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11.10 WAGIN WATER – PUNTAPIN DAM
PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENTS:

Water Corporation
Shire of Wagin
Chief Executive Officer
Letters –Correspondence from Shire 20/6/2011,
Water Corporation 6/07/2011 & 15/07/2011

Summary
To accept Water Corporations offer to take water from Puntapin Dam per a formal
agreement and to formulate land tenure matters.
Background
Council no doubt are more aware than the author the difficulty of trying to access water from
Puntapin Dam in previous years. The Water Corporation have previously said that water
from Puntapin Dam may be needed for “community need” and that Council should access all
the outflows from the Waste Water Treatment Facility (WWT). Although the Water Corp have
no funding to provide treated waste water they are supportive (in the longer period) of
supplying this water for reuse.
They are desirous of improving the current discharges arrangement and have requested that
portion of Road Reserve be closed and amalgamated into Reserve 3096 and to excise
portion of Shire Reserve 20595 and also amalgamate into Reserve 31096.
Comment
The author recently raised the question again recently with Water Corporation as it seemed
at the time that our storage from storm water catchment was again not going to be high.
Water Corp was asked whether an assessment had been made regarding community use
from Puntapin and if there were any funding towards the sterilisation and treatment of WWT
discharge so that total storage of this water could be put into effect? The attached letter
indicated that Council will be able to access water from Puntapin this (and coming) summer
albeit Council will need to provide pump and reticulation piping from Puntapin to Wagin
townsite.
The request by Water Corp for road closure and excision into their Reserve (31096) should
be supported. Council has already supported the road closure. (Council Resolution 1656
28/06/52011) and although portion of Reserve 20595 is leased by the Wagin Aero club, the
author feels that both parties can be accommodated.
Statutory Environment
Nil
Policy Implications
Nil
Financial Implications
Nil
Strategic Implications
Nil
Voting Requirements
Simple majority
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26 July 2011

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. J G Shaw

Seconded: Cr. G K B West

That Council enter into a formal agreement to take water from Puntapin and staff prepare
a report on the most economical method of abstraction and conveyancing of water for
Council use‟s, further that Council supports road closure and reserve acquisition by the
Water Corporation as per Water Corporation request.
Carried 8/1

Cr Morgan requested to have his vote recorded against this Decision.
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11.11 BAKERY AND PIZZERIA – LOT 800 TUDHOE STREET
PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENT:

Selcraft Pty Ltd
Lot 800 Tudhoe Street Wagin
Health and Building Officer
Letter – Selcraft Pty Ltd

Summary
A request for a change in use of the premises.
Background
Lot 800 Tudhoe Street (Mitchell Hall) has recently changed hands and the new owner,
Selcraft Pty Ltd has written to the Shire requesting approval to use one of the shops on the
ground floor as a “bakery and pizzeria”.
The shop was part of the Cresswells department store and was used as storage for the
business.
The lot is zoned Commercial and the development is a change in use.
A copy of the letter is attached.
Comment
The zoning table in the Town Planning Scheme shows a “shop” as a permitted use however
the definition of a shop is –
“means any building wherein goods are kept, exposed or offered for sale by retail, or within
which services of a personal nature are provided (including a hairdresser, beauty therapist or
manicurist) but does not include a showroom, fast food outlet or any premises specifically
defined elsewhere in this part”
I believe Council needs to consider the item as a change in use because it is going from a
storage/display shop for a department store and because the Pizzeria could or should be
considered as a “fat food outlet”.
The definition of a fast food outlet is –
Means a place, usually in a Commercial or Retail area where food such as chicken, chips,
hamburgers and sandwiches are prepared and sold with a minimum of delay.
The zoning table shows a fast food outlet as an AA use that is a use not permitted without
the approval of Council.
Although the definition does not mention pizzas, it is still something made quickly with an
expectation it will normally be eaten elsewhere.
The shop is not set up for food handling so there would be a fair bit of work required to make
it comply with Food Regulations.
There is a shop that makes limited bread products and another that makes pizzas however
Town Planning is not about determining competition. That is left up to the market place.
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Council is required to determine whether the business proposed would be good for the town
and whether the premises and the locality are suitable. The hours of operation can also be
taken into account as extended hours could affect the amenity of neighbours.
The building in question is zoned Commercial so this type of activity is to be expected and
there are no residential premises directly adjacent to the building.
Competition will determine whether this or one of the other premises flourishes or survives.
Statutory Environment
Shire of Wagin Town Planning Scheme #2
Policy Implications
N/A
Financial Implications
N/A
Strategic Implications
As long as the use fits the locality, any new business would have to be good for a town. The
lot is zoned Commercial and businesses of this type are “expected” to operate from the
premises.
Voting Requirements
Simple majority
1682

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. J G Shaw

Seconded: Cr. G T Hegarty

That the owner of lot 800 Tudhoe Street be permitted to convert part of the premises into
a food shop, including bakery and pizzeria, subject to the premises complying with the
Food Safety Standards and the Food Act.
Carried 9/0
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11.12 WAGIN’S AMAZING RACE
PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENT:

Jill Forsythe
Chief Executive Officer
Letter

Summary
To approve use of Eric Farrow Pavilion free of charge.
Background
The attached letter is relatively self explanatory and although there is no specific
organisation the proponents have formed a working committee (the author is one) to plan
and oversee this event.
Comment
As stated in their letter any monies made will be passed on to worthwhile community
organisations and as such should receive Council support.
Statutory Environment
L G Act
Policy Implications
N/A
Financial Implications
Loss of fees – Eric Farrow Pavilion
Strategic Implications
Economic and Community Development – Promote Arts and Cultural Development
Voting Requirements
Simple majority
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Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. I C Cumming

Seconded: Cr. J G Shaw

That Council support “Wagin‟s Amazing Chase” event and waive fees for the use of the
Eric Farrow Pavilion.
Carried 9/0
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11.13 PERMISSION TO HOUSE THREE DOGS – NANCY BAINBRIDGE
PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENT:

Manager Community and Regulatory services
3 Traverse St
Manager of Community & Regulatory Services
Letter from Proponent

Summary:
A request to keep three dogs at 3 Traverse St has been received my Ms Nancy Bainbridge.
Background:
In reference to Council Policy it requires for the Council to authorise a resident to keep more
than 3 dogs in the residential area.
Comment:
In the attached letter and supporting note from her neighbour, Ms Bainbridge indicates that
this arrangement could be for one year and maybe more. All three dogs are of small breed
types and there is no record of non-compliance in respect to her as a dog owner.
Statutory Environment:
Dog Local Laws 3.2(2)Limits 2 Dogs
Policy Implications:
N/A
Financial Implications:
Nil
Strategic Implications:
Nil
Voting Requirements
Simple majority
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Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. G T Hegarty

Seconded: Cr. J P Reed

That the Council agree to allow 3 dogs to be kept at 3 Traverse St Wagin and that this
agreement be reviewed in 12 months time.
Carried 8/1
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11.14 STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITY – JUNE 2011
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENT:

Shire of Wagin
Manager of Finance and Corporate Services
Statement of Financial Activity

Summary
A Statement of Financial Activity is attached for Council to adopt.
Background
The Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996 requires that Council is to
be presented with a Statement of Financial Activity each month.
Comment
A copy of Statement of Financial Activity has been compiled for the financial period ending
30th June 2011.
Statutory Environment
Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations
Policy Implications
Nil
Financial Implications
Nil
Strategic Implications
Nil
Voting Requirements
Simple majority
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Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. K M Draper

Seconded: Cr. J G Shaw

That Council adopts the Statement of Financial Activity for the financial period ending
30th June 2011.
Carried 9/0
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11.15 STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS – JUNE 2011
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENT:

Shire of Wagin
Manager of Finance and Corporate Services
Municipal List of Payments

Summary
A Statement of account and other payments is enclosed for Council to adopt.
Background
The Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996 requires that Council is to
be presented with a Statement of payments each month.
Comment
A copy of the Statement of Payments has been compiled for the month of June 2011 for
Council to peruse and adopt.
Statutory Environment
Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996
Policy Implications
Nil
Financial Implications
Nil
Strategic Implications
Nil
Voting Requirements
Simple majority
1686

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. G K B West

Seconded: Cr. J G Shaw

That Council adopts the Statement of Payments for the month of June 2011 showing the
following payment totals Municipal cheque payments totalling
$
23,807.45
Municipal electronic payments totalling
$
320,736.38
Trust cheque payments totalling
$
1055.00
Carried 9/0
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11.16 WIND TURBINE – PLANNING APPLICATION LOT 101 TRENT STREET WAGIN
PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENTS:

Frank Terry
Lot 101 (8) Trent Street Wagin
Health and Building Officer
Letter from Proponent

Summary
The owner of Lot 101 (8) Trent Street has applied to raise the height of his wind turbine from
4 metres to 9 metres.
Background
In July 2010 an item was taken to Council concerning the wind turbine mentioned above.
In the item it was pointed out that the wind turbine was a “use not listed” in the Town
Planning Scheme (TPS) and as such was advertised for 21 days prior to the matter going
before Council.
It was resolved as follows –
1417 Officers Recommendation / Council Decision
Moved: Cr. J G Shaw Seconded: Cr K M Draper
That Council resolve to APPROVE the planning application submitted by Mr Frank
Lintorn–Terry to install a „vertical axis wind turbine‟ at Lot 101 (No.8) Trent Street, Wagin
in accordance with the details of the plans and information submitted in support of the
application subject to compliance with the following conditions:
1. The development is to be substantially commenced within a period of two (2) years
from the date of this approval. If the development is not substantially commenced
within this period the approval will lapse and be of no further effect. Where an
approval has lapsed, no development shall be carried out without the further approval
of the Shire of Wagin having first been sought and obtained.
2. A completed building licence application must be submitted to and approved by the
Shire‟s Building Surveyor prior to the commencement of construction on the land.
3. The wind turbine is not to exceed a height of 4 metres above the natural ground level.
4. The wind turbine shall have a minimum setback of twelve (12) metres from the
northern boundary of the land.
5. The wind turbine is to be located behind the existing dwelling on the land as shown on
the plans submitted in support of the application.
6. Any noise generated by the wind turbine is not to exceed the levels as set out under
the Environmental Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997.
The owner has written to the Shire stating that at 4 metres height the turbine is not
generating any power and is requesting permission to raise it to 9 metres (letter attached).
Comment
The item to Council concerning this matter back in July 2010 mentioned that there were no
written submissions when the matter was advertised (an advertisement in the local paper
and letters to neighbours), however there was positive verbal feedback to the Shire.
However the information disseminated referred to a maximum height of 4 metres and this is
now proposed to be doubled.
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Council could approve the request, reject the request or re-advertise the proposal with the
revised height.
Before deciding which way to go Council could consider a couple of matters, these being:
9 metres height is close to a standard light pole
The top metre – 1200mm consists of 6 vanes to catch the wind (more bulky than a
light pole)
The wind turbine will be clearly visible from most angles whereas previously it was no
higher than the roof line
It will be a lot more difficult to maintain the turbine and tower
What effect would be created if there was a tower of this height on a large number of
residential lots.
At the very least it is thought that the matter should be re-advertised as the visual impact will
be significantly increased.
However Council would have to bear in mind would a significant number of applications of
similar proportion be approved?
I have attached the City of Albany‟s policy regarding wind turbines as a comparison –
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Size, Siting and Total Height
Amenity
Pole or Tower Mounted:
wind energy
system.
Is not located
between front of
building and
street or is
within the
approved
building
envelope.
The turbine is
fitted with an
automatic and/or
manual braking
system or over
speed protection
device.
The generator,
blades and
tower structure
shall be made of
non-reflective
materials or
coloured, toned
or painted to
reduce reflection
into adjoining
properties.

6m (maximum) in
Residential and Tourist
Residential zones;
9m (maximum) in
Special Residential
Zones;
12m (maximum) in
Special Rural and
Conservation Zones and
Rural lots under 2
hectares.
15m (maximum) on
Rural lots over 2
hectares.

26 July 2011

Noise

Setbacks

Comply with
Environmental
Protection (Noise)
Regulations 1997.
(Note: In the event of
Council receiving
neighbourhood noise
complaints, the
applicant will be
responsible for
providing evidence
from a suitably
qualified acoustic
consultant to prove
the system’s
compliance with the
EP Noise Regulations).

Pole or Tower Mounted:
To be setback from side and
rear boundaries equal to the
total height of the system as a
minimum, and must be within
allocated building envelope
where applicable.
Roof Mounted:
To be setback a minimum of
7.5m from any major opening
of any building.

Roof Mounted:
2m above roof
(maximum).

Electrical
components and
wiring shall not
be visible from
adjoining
properties or
public road etc.
Any system
that connects to
the electricity or
water supply
shall comply
with the
requirements of
the relevant
government
agency.
In the Rural
Zone, has a
capacity of 5kW
or less.
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As can be seen, provided other matters are addressed, Albany allows a turbine up to 6
metres in height in a Residential zone. These matters can be quite arbitrary and I am sure
that if I could find another policy on this it could be a different height again.
In the Albany case it has to be presumed that they are accepting that there could be any
number of turbines installed throughout the Residential zones as long as it didn‟t exceed the
prescribed height.
As I stated earlier, would Council therefore be happy if there are any number of turbines in
Wagin at 9 metres in height if this is approved?
Statutory Environment
Shire of Wagin Town Planning Scheme # 2 (TPS)
Policy Implications
N/A
Financial Implications
There are no financial implications for the Shire however for the proponent, he states that he
is currently generating no power due to a lack of height so therefore has “wasted” whatever
he has put into the project so far.
Strategic Implications
Council has to consider whether it will be happy to see a number of turbines of this height (9
metres) or possibly higher should it be approved and more ratepayers applied to install the
devices.
Voting Requirements
Simple majority

1687

Officer’s Recommendation & Council Decision

Moved: Cr. J P Reed

Seconded: Cr. J G Shaw

That Council advertises that the owner of Lot 101 (8) Trent Street wishes to increase the
height of his wind turbine from 4 metres to 9 metres and invites written submissions for a
period of 21 days prior to Council considering the matter again.
Carried 9/0
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12.

26 July 2011

ANNOUNCEMENT OF PRESIDENT AND COUNCILLORS

Shire President Cr P Blight reported that he had attended the following events;
30/03/2011
03/07/2011
04/07/2011
14/07/2011
18/07/2011
21/07/2011

13.

Budget Workshop
Shire of Katanning – Brendan Grylls
Local Leaders Breakfast - Katanning
LEMC
Community Resource Centre Meeting
T Waldron

ELECTED MEMBERS/MOTIONS OF WHICH PREVIOUS NOTICE HAS BEEN
GIVEN

Nil

14.

URGENT BUSINESS INTRODUCED BY DECISIONS OF THE MEETING

a) Elected Members
Nil
b) Officer's
Nil

Cr Hegarty left the meeting at 9.16pm and returned at 9.20pm.

15.

CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS AS PER LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT s5.23(2)

Under the Local Government Act 1995, Part 5, and Section 5.23, states in part:
(2) If a meeting is being held by Council or by a committee referred to in subsection (1)(b),
the Council or committee may close to members of the public the meeting, or part of the
meeting, if the meeting or the part of the meeting deals with any of the following:
(a) a matter affecting an employee or employees;
(b) the personal affairs of any person;
(c) a contract entered in to, or which may be entered into, by the local government and
which relates to a matter to be discussed at the meeting:
(d) legal advice obtained, or which may be obtained, by the local government and which
relates to a matter to be discussed at the meeting;
(e) a matter that if disclosed, would reveal:
(i)
a trade secret;
(ii)
information that has a commercial value to a person; or
(iii)
information about the business, professional, commercial or financial
affairs of a person;
Where the trade secret or information is held by, or is about, a person other than the
local government.
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(f) a matter that if disclosed, could be reasonably expected to:
(i)
impair the effectiveness of any lawful method or procedure for
preventing, defecting, investigating or dealing with any contravention
or possible contravention of the law;
(ii)
endanger the security of the local government’s property; or
(iii)
prejudice the maintenance or enforcement of any lawful measure for
protecting public safety;
(g) information which is the subject of a direction given under section 23(1a) of the
Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1981;and
(h) such other matters as may be prescribed.

1687

Council Decision

Moved: Cr. J G Shaw

Seconded: Cr. D K Morgan

That Council close the meeting to the public at pursuant to sub section 5.23 (a)
and (d) of the Local Government Act 1995.
Carried 9/0

15.1

SALE OF INDUSTRIAL LAND – LOT 197 (11) VALE STREET

PROPONENT:
LOCATION:
REPORTING OFFICER:
ATTACHMENTS:
DATE REPORT WRITTEN:

Rocco Alvaro and Corina M Searle
Manager of Finance and Corporate Services
Under Separate Confidential Cover
28 June 2011

Disclosure of Financial Interest:

The author has no financial interest in this matter.

Please refer to Confidential Item under separate cover.
Officer’s Recommendation
That Council;
1. Advise the proponent that the offer of $10,000 to purchase lot 197 (11) Vale
Street be accepted subject to no submissions being received within fourteen days
of advertising in accordance with section 3.58(3) of the Local Government Act
1995.
2. Commence the advertising process in accordance with Section 3.58 (3) of the
Local Government Act for disposal of the property.
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1688

26 July 2011

Council Decision

Moved: Cr. D K Morgan

Seconded: Cr. G T Hegarty

That Council;
Advise the proponent that the offer of $10,000 to purchase lot 197 (11) Vale Street has
not been accepted.
Carried 9/0

Note: Reason for difference in Officers Recommendation is Council felt that the net
amount to be received was under value.
Landfill Site
The Chief Executive Officer tabled a letter received from R & C Goldsmith withdrawing their
offer of land for the proposed Landfill Site.
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Council Decision

Moved: Cr. G K B West

Seconded: Cr. I C Cumming

That Council open the meeting to the public at pursuant to sub section 5.23 (a) and (d)
of the Local Government Act 1995.
Carried 9/0

16.

CLOSURE

The meeting closed at 9.45pm.

These Minutes were confirmed at a meeting held on
___________________________

Signed ______________________________
Presiding Member at the meeting at which the Minutes were confirmed.
Dated ______________________________
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